Recall my friend Delbert:

... I want bookcases to fill the image, left to right.
And now Delbert has a full library:

... or almost.
And now Delbert has his caption back:

... or almost.
Quick Exercise

Suppose that I have declared this array:

    double[] mileageForWeek = { 3, 8, 10, 7, 10, 0, 22 };

Write a for-loop to compute the two-day "running average" of the daily totals.
Cool Image Effects
in Homework 1

"live" repaint

a dotted line

use of colored blocks
Improving Your Solutions

give methods the assigned names
   drawBorder()
   drawBorder(int position)

indent your code consistently, and in a readable fashion

add your header comment below the original author's

   print the same file you submit electronically
Homework 2

... will hit the web page later today

... and be due in one week